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News from the EFBWW
migrant and posted workers, who

for same work principle a reality,

are more likely to be confronted

and to ensure that no public mon-

with unsafe and exploitative work-

ey goes to the exploitation of

ing conditions. The EFBWW is com-

workers. The subcontracting cam-

mitted to supporting the recognition

paign is being developed in the

of healthy and safe workplaces as a

context of the European Commis-

fundamental right by the Interna-

sion study on the review process of

tional Labour Organisation (ILO) and

the Posting of Workers and En-

will continue its actions at European

forcement Directives. More info.

level to protect construction and
woodworkers’ health and safety at
the workplace. In this regard, the
asbestos directive, the list of occupational diseases and the zero accidents at work principle are at the

Jobs shouldn't kill - Make OSH a
fundamental right!
On the International Workers’ Memorial Day, the EFBWW joined the
BWI in honouring the workers who
lost their lives to workplace accidents and diseases. Jobs should not

kill! The fight for healthy, safe and
decent working conditions must
continue. We call for explicit attention to precarious workers, such as
Contents:

top of the EFBWW agenda. More
info.

Who’s the Boss? Stop exploitation in subcontracting chains!
The EFBWW has launched its subcontracting campaign under the slo-

gan: Who’s the Boss? Stop exploitation in subcontracting chains! We
urgently call for a new dedicated

EFBWW and FIEC discuss

European approach for better rules
on subcontracting and their enforce-

impact of war in Ukraine on
construction

ment. The European Commission
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principle of equal pay for

jobs and the terms and conditions

work of equal value into

of employment for all workers in-

a reality”. The measures

volved is critical. An agreement

now approved by the EP

reached between the ENGIE EWC

must be included in the

and Bouygues was also circulated

Directive.

and discussed. A meeting of EFBWW affiliates will be held on 16th
May to discuss the issues further.

FIEC’s board on 19 April. The soaring
prices of construction materials, its

EFBWW participates in conference: Workers leading the way

consequences for present and fu-

The EFBWW participated in the con-

ture construction works, invest-

ference organised by the Left group

ments, and thus, for workers and

at the European Parliament, enti-

working conditions, were discussed.

tled: Workers leading the way -

The EFBWW and FIEC also stressed

rights and perspectives in the green

the importance of strengthening the

and digital transitions. During the

European social dialogue as one of

event, participants discussed how

the top priorities for both organisa-

green transition will impact workers,

After the 2018 revision of the

tions. EFBWW general secretary,

housing and energy renovation. The

Posting of Workers Directive, sever-

Tom Deleu, underlined the im-

EFBWW stressed that the construc-

al universities and research centres

portance of the face-to-face

tion sector is struggling with the lack

came together to work on the

meeting, after more than two years

of workers and that upskilling, re-

POSTING.STAT project, which seeks

of pandemic.

skilling, training and direct jobs are

to look at trends in the impact of

crucial to overcome this trend and

posting in the EU, irregular postings,

to attract more young workers and

the impact of the ongoing COVID-19

female workers to our industries.

pandemic on posting and the effect

EFBWW applauds EP vote for
gender pay transparency report

Save the date! 20 May!
EFBWW participates in
Posting.stat project conference

The European Parliament voted in

of the mentioned revision. The EF-

favour of the report on the gender

BWW is an associate organisation in

pay transparency directive which

this project and will participate in

includes several improvements to

the final conference on 20th May,

the European Commission’s draft

where the final results will be pre-

proposal. The report guarantees the

sented. The conclusions will con-

protection of trade union rights for

tribute to a re-examination of the

women workers, ensuring they can

posting system and the extent to

bargain collectively for equal pay, it

Trade unions discuss Equans acquisition by Bouygues

introduces measures to deliver on

A joint EFBWW, IndustriAll Europe

struction sector - the industry that

the principle of equal pay for work

meeting was held with affiliates on

utilises posting the most - the num-

of equal value and a ban on pay se-

11th April to discuss the acquisition

ber of posted construction workers

crecy clauses. The EFBWW shares

of Equans by Bouygues. A full and

working in the EU under exploita-

the ETUC view that “this vote is an

frank discussion took place during

tive conditions has soared over re-

important step towards turning the

which it was agreed that protecting

cent years. Hence, the principle of
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equal work for equal pay at the

Framework on Occupational Safety

diseases, MSD, diseases caused by

same place must be put into prac-

and Health, covering the period

psychosocial hazards to name only

tice. The free movement of labour

2021 to 2027. The report gives some

a few), the establishment of an ear-

and services across the EU must be

strong momentum for many of EF-

ly alert system for needed revisions

an opportunity for workers, not just

BWW’s proposals and should be

of existing EU-OSH Directives or the

for employers to circumvent their

widely used when confronting au-

better protection of posted and mi-

obligations for a safe and healthy

thorities at national level. Most of

grant workers, women or platform

workplace.

the EFBWW proposals and specific

work. The report repeats the de-

demands are covered by the final

mands from the EP’s Asbestos re-

EP Report on the new Strategic
OSH Framework

text. Amongst others, are the revi-

port and is also proposing to trans-

sion of the European list of occupa-

form the European list of occupa-

The European Parliament adopted a

tional diseases (specifically asking

tional diseases into a Directive.

Report on the EU’s new Strategic

for the inclusion of all types of skin

Projects
Scaffolding project approved

Resilient Wood project

RCS project successfully

Despite the improvements over the

The objective of the project is to

completed, but work continues

years, the scaffolding sector remains

examine and tackle social and tech-

EFBWW and FIEC with the assis-

problematic in terms of working

nological changes of the woodwork-

tance of prevention experts ran a

conditions, employment and occu-

ing sectors and strengthen social

two-year project to produce a guide

pational safety and health. There-

dialogue in the sector. In particular,

on how to reduce RCS exposure to

fore, the EFBWW applied for an EU-

the project will focus on the adapta-

the level of the new EU exposure

funded project focussing on OSH

tion of the industry and its outlook

limit value. The project partners

training in Europe, on working con-

after the Covid-19 pandemic, includ-

mapped a high number of specific

ditions, technological change, and

ing technological changes, as well as

construction activities and de-

on social dialogue structures. The

the need to increase the attractive-

scribed the technical and organisa-

main goal is to provide policy rec-

ness of the sector: the challenge is

tional measures to better protect

ommendations on the four topics

not just attracting young and pas-

workers. The mapping is available in

mentioned and a more specific draft

sionate people to the woodworking

twelve languages. Additionally, we

for a European OSH-Certificate for

field, but keeping them there. Spe-

published a research report, dis-

scaffolders. In principle the project

cial attention will be also given to

cussing the status on scientific

has been accepted by the European

the topic of gender balance in the

knowledge regarding exposure and

Commission. After having signed the

woodworking sector as there is a

prevention. EFBWW agreed to con-

contract with the European Com-

significant gender disparity. CEI-Bois

tinue working on the implementa-

mission, we will start the research

and EFBWW as co-applicant also

tion of the exposure limit value. A

part of the project, followed by a

agreed to promote a comprehensive

small working party shall prepare

series of workshops in 2023.

Erasmus for apprentices, making

actions for the Social Dialogue.

cross boarder experiences a common reality for apprentices in our
sectors.
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News from our affiliates
We dedicate this edition of the
Newsletter to the International
Workers’ Memorial Day.
We present the state of play regarding accidents at the workplace at national level and initiatives held by some of our affiliates on 28th April.

Turkey
A long way to go in OSH despite
legislation
After a strong union struggle, it has
been a decade since an independent

Obstacles to trade union rights and

again asked to speed up a series of

organising should be removed, and

measures that they consider deci-

subcontracting should be abolished.

sive for the sector and put a stop to

OSH committees established in

exploitation and irregular situations

workplaces should be organised as

that end up favouring the condi-

democratic structures, and those

tions in which accidents occur most

should be given sanction authority.

frequently. For the cement sector,

The number of labour inspectors

with the last renewal of the Nation-

should be increased, and workplace

al Labour Collective agreement

inspections should be effective.

(March 15), the Cement Workers
H&S Day on April 28 was intro-

Italy
Trade unions ask to speed up
protection measures

OSH law came into force in Turkey.

Germany
IG Bau focuses on mental stress
at work

However, YOL-İŞ stresses that it still
remains a problematic area. Accord-

The focus of IG Bau’s campaign for

ing to the trade union, last year

this year's Workers' Memorial Day

2,170 workers died as a result of

was "mental stress at

work accidents and, of these, one-

work". Workers in the construction

fifth of the deaths occurred in the

industry, whether in construction or

construction industry. Children and

forestry , often work in dangerous

immigrants are among those who
lost their lives. YOL-İŞ organised a

On the IWMD, the Feneal, Filca, and

commemoration event with the par-

Fillea construction unions have cho-

ticipation of unions from the wood-

sen to lay, for the second consecu-

working, forestry and building mate-

tive year, a garland on the monu-

rials industries on April 28, in order

ment dedicated to the workers who

to draw public attention to workers’

lost their lives during the excavation

deaths and to demand healthy, safe

of the San Gottardo tunnel. The na-

and decent working conditions for

tional secretariats stated: “this day

all. The demands are clear: a men-

represents a very important fixed

tality change should be made in

appointment to commemorate the

OSH, and the understanding of

victims at work and to remember

“human and worker safety first”

how much there is still to be done

should be adopted. ILO Conventions

on the security front, so that the

on health and safety should be

daily massacre can be put to an

brought into national legislation.

end". The construction unions once
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duced. More info.

situations, especially in times of
construction boom and growing
climate damage in the forests and
after two years of the pandemic. IG
BAU federal board member Carsten

Burckhardt notes that “employers
have a duty to ensure the occupational health and safety of their employees. Speed must not take precedence over safety". On 28 April, IG
BAU called on all employees to
commemorate the people who died
at work or became seriously ill, by
taking a minute of silence, and organised an ecumenical memorial
service with Muslim and Jewish par-
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ticipation in the Berlin Memorial
Church and with a funeral service in
the "AufSchalke" arena in Gelsenkirchen. More info.

Norway
Trade union leads to fewer occupational accidents

Poland
Budowlani stands for a safety
culture - a common cause

The construction industry in Norway
has in recent years sharpened its

Latvia

efforts for a safer working day. Sev-

OSH is not a gift from the
employers, it is a fundamental
right
On April 29, marking the IWMD
(April 28), the Latvian Free Trade
Union Confederation organised a
conference with the motto “Labour
Protection - Fundamental Rights of
the Employee”. The aim of this day

of remembrance was to create a
commitment to work safely and to
raise public awareness about all the
principles of occupational safety.
The conference reminded that
health and safety is not a gift from
public authorities or a good employer: health and safety at work is a
fundamental right of every employee - a right defended by trade unions! The conference focussed on
how we can work together to promote and build a better culture of
safety and health at work and how
to reduce work-related deaths and

accidents. There was an exchange of
experiences on topical issues of labour protection. The participants
discussed the ways in which trade
unions use greater influence on oc-

eral tripartite collaborations have
focused on areas where there is a
high risk of occupational accidents
with effects on the statistics on occupational injuries. Over the last 5
years, Norway has experienced a
decrease in the number of registered occupational accidents. In

2020, there was a decline of approximately 2,000 fewer registered occupational accidents for all industries
to a total of 20,080. The trade union
Fellesforbundet says that this trend
is extended to the construction industry with a decrease of 6.2% to a
total of 2,498 reported accidents at
work. Nevertheless, the trade union
notes that there is a small increase
in the number of occupational
deaths in the land-based business
sector since 2016 when the sector
had the lowest number of registered
occupational deaths so far, with 25
against 28 in 2020. Here, the trends

are not the same in the construction
industry, where the numbers are
stable at around 8-9 occupational
deaths per year.

In Poland, the IWMD celebrations
were dedicated to the issue of employee participation and the role of
social dialogue in creating a safety
culture at work. The slogan of this
year's Safety Day was: Safety culture - a common cause. Every year,
on 28 April, Budowlani celebrates
the Day for Safety and Health at
Work, proclaimed by the International Labour Organization in 2003,

and the International Workers’ Memorial Day, celebrated by the trade
union movement since 1996. On
April 26, a ceremonial meeting of
the Labour Protection Council was

cupational safety and health issues

held in the Sejm's Column Hall,

at the national level, in sectors and

convened as part of the IWMD.

in trade unions.
In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.
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Miscellaneous
Social housing fossil-free project
to be built in Brussels

this summer and will be completed

non-profit-making organisation So-

in late 2024. The building will not be

cial Rental Office for Neighbour-

Brussels is preparing to develop a

heated by gas, but by heat pumps

hoods, which aims to make quality

new fossil-free social housing pro-

powered by solar panels. According

housing more accessible.

ject on the site of a former school in

to the Brussels Times, the building

Schaerbeek. Construction will start

will be managed for 30 years by the

EFBWW Meeting schedule 2022
4 May 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

EESC Brussels, Belgium

5 May 2022

EFBWW Presidium

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

6 May 2022

EFBWW Auditing Committee

Brussels, Belgium

11 May 2022

Social Dialogue Wood - plenary meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

12 May 2022

Social Dialogue Furniture - plenary meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

17 May 2022

Bouygues/Equans - EFBWW Coordination meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

18-19 May 2022

DESOCO project: Thematic Meeting and Social dialogue VET &
Youth

Videoconference

31 May 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EESC Brussels, Belgium

1 June 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP Employment

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid - TBC

14 June 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

29-30 June 2022

ECMIN Final Conference

Lublin, Poland

13-14 September 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting and ETUI Training seminar

Naples, Italy

15 September 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

EESC Brussels, Belgium

4 October 2022

EFBWW OSH Coordination group meeting

EESC Brussels, Belgium

5 October 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP OSH

4-5 October 2022

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

Madrid, Spain

4-8 October 2022

BWI Congress

Madrid, Spain

21 October 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

10 November 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

EESC Brussels, Belgium

23 November 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EESC Brussels, Belgium

6-7 December 2022

EFBWW/BWI MNC conference

Lisbon, Portugal
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